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Booze Ban for Intramural
Softball: Why we Can't Drink

Killing ~1-Awlaki:
Was it Legal? Was it
Right?
By Charles Ronan

The Susan Changs take on Sons ofPitches in another rousing, yet sober, game ofintramural softball on Manches~er Field, October 13, 1011.

Honor Court Violations Found in May 2011
Law Review Write-On Competition, Defendants
Censured
By James Baumann, Chief Justice of the Honor
Court
On Friday, September 23, 2011 , the University of San
Diego School of Law Honor Court heard its first case of
the 2011-201 2 academic year (case no. 20111 2-1). The
case involved alleged cheating and collaboration on the
Bluebook exercise of the 2011 Law Review Write-On
Competition. The Law Review Write-On Competition
.occurs every year after the last final exam of the spring .
semester. Competitors are required to submit a ten-page
closed memorandum and correct a series of scrambled
Bluebook exercises. The goal of the competition is
membership in one of three law journals: the San Diego
Law Review, the San Diego International Law Journal,
and the San Diego Journal of Climate & Energy Law.
The Honor Court is comprised of three faculty justices
and three student justices. The j ustices are charged with
enforcing the provisions of the Honor Code. The Honor
Code spells out conduct relating to academic matters
that is forbidden at the University of San Diego School
of Law. The Honor Code also prescribes recommended
punishments for conduct that is deemed a violation of the
Honor Code.
The defendants, who will remain anonymous, were
accused of violating Honor Code sections 3.0l(b)
(submitting as one's own work the work of another),
3.0l (c) (failing to comply with academic rules relating
to honesty and integrity, as applied to examinations,
research or assignments), and 3.02 (engaging in any
fraudulent or dishonest conduct which tends to gain
for that person or another person an unfair advantage
in any academic matter). The defendants pied guilty to
violating sections 3.0l (c) and 3.02, but pied not guilty to
violating 3.0l(b).

During the hearing, the Honor Court Counsel,
Christina Wong, presented evidence detailing how the
defendants in the case collaborated on at least 13 of
the Bluebook exercises. The Editor-In-Chief of the San
Diego Law Review was called as a witness and testified
as to how he uncovered the alleged cheating between the
two defendants. The defendants submitted .statements
expressing remorse and regret for their actions. The
Honor Court-Cofulsel made arguments and presented a
PowerPoint slideshow concerning the alleged violation
of 3.0l(b). The Editor-in-Chief of the San Diego
Law Review also testified as to how he uncovered the
defendants' suspected collaboration on the Bluebook
portion of the write-on. Based upon the evidence
presented, the Honor Court Counsel argued that under
section 3.0l(b), the defendants collaborated together and
shared answers, which is submitting as one's own work,
the work of another. The Honor Court Counsel also made
a punishment recommendation of either a suspension
of one semester, or censure and academic probation
combined with community service.
At the close of the hearing, the defendants and Honor
Court Counsel were dismissed and deliberations among
the Honor Court justices began. The Honor Court
unanimously found the defendants guilty of violating
Honor Code sections 3.0 l (c) and 3.02, but found the
defendants not guilty of violating 3.0 l (b). In a sevenpage opinion, the Court laid out its findings of fact and
recommended punishments.
The Court considered
3.0l(b) to apply to situations where a person takes the
work of another and submits it without changing it. Since
the defendants collaborated, it was not proven beyond a
reasonable doubt that both defendants submitted the work
Please see H ONOR COURT on pg. 5

On September"'30, 201 l, suspected terrorist Anwar
al-Awlaki was killed when two U.S. Predator drones
fired Hellfire missiles at a car containing al-Awlaki and
three other suspected al-Qaeda members. American
officials said that the missile strike also killed Samir
Khan, an American citizen of Pakistani origin. When
I was first asked if I wanted to write an article about
this story my initial thought was: NO. I did not want
to touch a constitutional issue like the targeted killing of
an American citizen, in a law school paper, with a tenfoot pole. Then I realize!} this is not about coming to
conclusions, but having a discussion.
Anwar al-Awlaki was born in the United States to
Yemeni parents. He returned to Yemen with his parents
when he was seven and lived there for 11 years. When he
returned to the U.S., he earned a B.S. in Civil Engineering
from Colorado State University and an M.A. in Education
Leadership from San Diego State University. He spent
one summer of his college years training with the Afghan
mujahedeen. His other interesting San Diego connection
was that, although be is rumored to have hesitated to
shake hands with women, he patronized prostitutes and
was arrested in San Diego in both August 1996 and again
in April 1997 for soliciting prostitutes.
Al-Awlaki's Islamic education appears to have
consisted of a few intermittent months with various
scholars. Some
puzzled Muslim
scholars said
they did not
und e r stand
a l - Aw l ak i 's
popu l arity,
because despite
the fact that he
spoke
fluent
English
and Al-Awlaki, a U.S. citizen, was killed by a
could therefore Predator Drone missile in September. (AP)
reach a large
non-Arabic-speaking audience, he lacked formal Islamic
training and study. While imprisoned in Yemen for
kidnapping a Shiite teenager for ransom, al-Awlaki
became influenced by the works of Sayyid Qutb, an·
Please see AWLAKI on pg. 4
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This month, P~lestine succeeded in gaining significant
support from the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organizations executive committee in its
bid for UN statehood status. An overwhelming 40 votes
were in favor of allowing Palestine to join UNESCO, the
UN's cultural arm, to four against. As a result of the win,
Palestine's bid will be submitted to the UNESCO general
assembly for a vote by all 193 member states. Neighboring
Arab states, the Council of Europe, and the European
Union's human rights commission, which awarded
Palestine partnership status on October 4, already support
Palestine's cause. Winning member status at the UN
would give Palestine a stronger position in negotiating
a return to pre-1967 war borders and a two-state solution
with Israel. The realization of this goal would act as the
basis for remedying the human rights violations that
have been committed against the sovereign nation and
its people. The U.S. remains unilaterally opposed to
Palestinian statehood, threatening to veto any successful
motion before the Security Council. By Adam Mourad

Europe, Russia
The investigation of the Magnitsky economic crime case
just ended in September 2011. In 2005, Sergey Magnitsky,
a Russian tax lawyer, discovered that subsictiaries of a
UK-based investment fund were used by high-ranked
Russian police and tax officials to steal approximately
$230 million of taxes paid by those companies by filing
false tax returns. Magnitsky was charged with the very
tax fraud he was trying to expose in 2008 and was held
as a political hostage in unbearable conditions for 358
days. While in detention he wrote over 400 complaints
and petitions seeking justice and none was granted.
Magnitsky developed gall stones and acute pancreatitis,
but was never properly treated and died a few days'
before his release. As a result of wide public attention
due to a campaign, Russia's president ordered an official
investigation. Twenty senior prison officials were fired
before the investigation began. Doctors that improperly
treated Magnitsky were charged with manslaughter. The
culprits behind the original tax fraud, however, still walk
free. By Nika Antonikova

Latin America, Colombia
The U.S. is creating a stronger relationship with
Colombia after determining human rights conditions
there have improved. The U.S. State Department
legally certified that Colombia's human rights record has
improved due to President Santos's new Military Penal
Code, the appointment of a Prosecutor General, judicial
efforts to fight corruption, and creation of the Land and
.Victim's Law. The U.S. Congress is also about to vote on
a free trade agreement (FTA)' with Colombia. However,
the Human Rights Watch NGO argued that Colombia
has made "vi1tually no progress" and found that in the
last four years, 195 uniqn leaders were murdered and
convictions were made in only six cases. Last year,
more union members were murdered in Cofombia
than anywhere in the world combined. Passaging the
FTA while Colombia is still struggling with severe
human rights issues could diminish pressure to improve
conditions. By Jennifer Kelleher

Oceania, Australia
Australia is taking an active stand in protecting the rights
of those seeking asylum. In August, the Australian High
Court ruled that the Australian-Malaysia Transfer and
Resettlement is invalid. Under the arrangement, Australia
would have sent 800 asylum seekers to Malaysia in
exchange for resettling 4,000 Malaysian refugees. This
ruling forbids Australia from sending asylum seekers to
Malaysia, which is significant because Malaysia has not
ratified the Refugee Convention nor does it have refugee
prot<::ction laws or asylum procedures. The deal was signed,
but the High Court rejected the plan that would violate rights·
of asylum seekers. By Katherine Pruitt

Africa, Somalia
As . the famine in Somalia rages on, violent attacks on
vulnerable civilians are increasing, exacerbating the crisis.
For the past 20 years, Al-Shabaab, a radical Islamic terrorist
group, . led an intermittent armed ·struggle against progovernment forces that has been renewed in the past year.
As they carry out their attacks, both sides either target or fail
to protect civilians. Food assistance has been barred from
entering the capital city of Mogadishu and mass bombings
or armed strikes on citizens are increasingly common.
Coupled with extreme famine caused by drought, many
Somalians are left with no food, water, safety, or the option
of fleeing. The culture of impunity that plagues this conflict
is greatly intensifying the desperate humanitarian crisis in
the region. By Saren Oliver

Asia, Burma
In Burma, broadly phrased laws enacted by a repressive

regime silenced domestic speech and denied access to
foreign reporting for years. Reporters Without Borders
classified the state as an "internet enemy" and ranked it 174
of 178 in the 2010 Worldwide Press Index. However, recent
efforts in the military-dominated civilian government bring
optimism to press advocates. On October 7, 2011, Tint Swe,
director of the Press Scrutiny and Registration Department,.
recommended that censorship be abolished and suggested
elimination of his department. A draft of a progressive law
enabling private organizations to establish daily newspapers
is already before parliament. While this news is uplifting,
the government still blocks many stories, journalists are
heavily monitored, and at least fourteen journalists and
staff remain jailed for violating censorship laws. By Evan
Hearnsberger

North America, Mexico
Mexican security forces arrested Noel Nevarez and Martin
Magana, two high-ranking members of two different
Mexican drug cartels. Nevarez was one of the most senior
members of the Sinaloa cartel in Northern Mexico and is
responsible for much of the horrific drug-related violence in
Ciudad Jaurez for the past several years. He is said to have
committed or ordered cartel members to commit countless
crimes, including extortion, kidnapping; murder, and torture.
Mexican security forces say that this an·est is a big loss to
the Sinaloa cartel, which exports two tons of marijuana and
cocaine to the U.S. every month. It leads Mexican security
forces one step closer to capturing the most wanted man in
Mexico, which is Sinaloa's cartel leader Joaquin Guzman.
By Megan Selvey

MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to provide news, information, analysis,
and commentary to the students, faculty, staff, and
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Continent Watch
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·Amanda Knox: Arrivederci, Murder Charges!

IOTIOIS OIUIE

How the Italian Legal System Bungled the Case
By Laura Patrick, Senior Staff Writer

On October 3, 24-year-old American student Amanda
Knox, convicted killer of 21-year-old Meredith Kercher,
stood before an Italian appeals court in Perugia, Italy, and
pied for her innocence. ''I am paying with my life for
things that I did not commit," Knox said to the panel of
eight jurors. "I want to go home, I want my life back. I
am innocent." Hours later, that same jury overturned the
2009 Italian trial court decision convicting Knox and her
Italian boyfriend Raffaele Sollecito of murder. Knox,
who had been in prison for almost four years, was free to
return to America.
Thousands of people around the world watched the
live news feed intently that Monday afternoon as the
decision was read, and Knox, looking pale and faint,
broke into emotional sobs. The broadcasters and legal
experts on television seemed to reflect the belief that the
Italian appeals court had done the right thing.
But not everyone agreed that an innocent girl was
released. Outside the court, hundreds of angry Italians
responded to the news with hostility. Convinced of the
couples' guilt, a near-riot broke out in the square and
· many screamed "Assassins!" and "Shame!" towards the
courthouse. The 24-hour cable news networks caught the
split reaction of bystanders in real-time, illustrating the
widely divided opinion of the global community.
From the beginning, the murder of Meredith Kercher
caught the attention of the media. The story seemed
straight out of a murder-mystery novel and most
surprisingly took place in a small seemingly safe Italian
village. The world watched eagerly to see how the
notoriously corrupt Italian justice system would handle
the murder and subsequent trial.
The case was plagued with accusations of police
abuse, contaminated evidence, media-induced bias, and
a corrupt prosecution. To further complicate the chaos of
the Italian investigation, a revolving group of international
suspects was implicated in the murder. Usually there are
two sides to every story, but the murder of Meredith
Kercher seemed to have a thousand. In the wake of Knox
and Sollecito's release, many questions still remain.

marijuana and watched a movie. On November 5, however,
the investigation took a startling turn when the two were·
placed in separate rooms and interrogated more aggressively.
After eight hours in the interrogation room, both Knox
and Sollecito changed their story. Sollecito claimed the
marijuana bad made his memory. fuzzy and Knox could
have left his apartment for a few hours without him realizing
it. Knox made statements about visions or dreams of being
at the house with bar owner Patrick Lamumba, covering her
There is more to the internet than ESPN.com and
ears to block out Kercher's screams.
In the meantime, the forensic team discove~ed Kercher whatever other sites you might look at. Check us out!
had been sexually abused. The "confessions" of Knox and Unfortunately for the other defendants, the court in
Sollecito would ultimately shape the prosecution's theory Guede's case held that such a heinous crime must have
that Kercher was the victim of a lurid sex game gonC:'. wrong. required more than one person.
Police immediately arrested Knox, Sollecito and Lamumba.
The case against Knox and. So\lecito went ahead as
The next day Knox retracted her statements, claiming she scheduled. The defense argued that the "confessions"
was initially questioned in Italian without an interpreter and were coerced and Mignini's character assault was an
pressured to implicate Lamumba under duress without a inaccurate portrayal of Knox, who was a wholesome girl
lawyer present.
with no history of violence. There were accusations th~t
Knox later claimed that the police also withheld food the police had mishandled the evidence, neglecting to
and water until "she gave them what they wanted," and use gloves at the crime scene and returning over a month
hit her over the head "to help her remember." She also later for the bra clasp, which had been swept into a comer
claims the police told her they had evidence of her guilt with dirt and dust from the apartment. The DNA on the
and if she dido 't confess, she would face 30 years in prison. knife was contested as well. The defense argued that the
Unfortunately, what happened in the interrogation room trace amounts were so slight they couldn't be used as
will forever be a mystery. Despite being required by law evidence. In the end, the court sided with the prosecution,
to record all interrogations, no
finding Knox and Sollecito guilty
recordings were ever made.
as accomplices in Kercher's
Giuliano Mignini was the
murder. Knox's family vowed to
lead prosecutor in the trial and
appeal the case.
took complete control over the
investigation, creating an elaborate
The Appeal
motive for the murder. He believed
On November 24, 2010, Knox
Lamumba bad a crush on Kercher
and Sollecito returned to court in
and collaborated with Knox and
Sollecito to persuade Kercher to
Perugia for the beginning of the
appeal. In a crucial break for
participate in a sadistic sex game
the defense, the court granted a
that turned to murder when Kercher
review of the DNA evidence and
refused to participate.
His motive was put . in
Italy: Where the 75-year-old prime minister having the prosecution's case slowly
jeopardy when Labumba's alibi
crumbled. In July of 2010, two
orgies with dozens ofyoung women is normal
The Murder and Investigation
was decidedly airtight and was
experts on appeal testified that
released. Lucky for Mignini the police uncovered a bloody the original forensic analysis was grossly fl.awed and the
The night of Meredith Kercher's murder, all three of handprint at the crime scene several days later belonging to evidence contaminated. The bra clasp, left at the crime
her roommates were allegedly away from the apartment, · a fourth person, small-time criminal Rudy Guede. Guede's scene for weeks was tainted and the DNA on the knife
including Amanda Knox. Kercher had planned on DNA was also found on Kercher's clothing and in and was too insignificant to be attributed to Kercher.
waitressing that night at Le Chic, a bar owned by Patrick outside of her body. Mignini, instead of re-examining
The jury was doubtful of the forensic evidence and
Lamumba, but the bar was slow and Lamumba informed the case, stuck with his original motive, simply replacing not persuaded by the sex-game motive. After eight hours
her via text that she didn't need to come to work. Lumumba with Guede as the third party in the sex game. of deliberation, they found Knox and Sollecito not guilty.
Instead, Kercher spent the evening of the November Unlike Lumumba, however, Guede had no direct connection Judge Pratillo Hellman echoed the jury's decision. "To
1, 2011 watching The Notebook at a friend's apartment to Knox, Sollecito or Kercher.
convict, the penal code says you have to be persuaded
beyond every reasonable doubt. The smallest doubt is
and returned home
The Trial
shortly before 9 p.m.
enough to not condemn. [Knox and Sollecito] may be
On November 2,
responsible, but there isn't the evidence.".
2011, the half-naked
Leading
up
On October 4, Amanda Knox returned to America,
to the trial the but Prosecutor Mignini has vowed to fight on. Unlike
body of Meredith
media painted a the American justice system, the Italian prosecution can
Kercher was found
gruesome picture appeal in a criminal case. It is unlikely, however, that
in her bedroom in
of that night in such an overruling (considered an embarrassment in the
a pool of her own
Perugia, running Italian court system) would happen again.
blood with multiple
with
Mignini's
With the release of Knox and Sollecito, some are left
slash wounds to her
o rg y-turned - questioning whether justice was served for Meredith
throat and neck. A
brutal-murder Kercher, particularly her family. " It almost raises more
window bad been
theory.
Outside questions than there are answers now," Kercher's brother
broken with a rock
of circumstantial said after the decision, "because the initial decision was
and several credit
speculation,
the that [the murder] wasn't done by one person but by more
cards,
two
cell
key pieces of than that. Two have been released, one remains.injail, so
phones and 300
evidence against we're now left questioning: who are these other people
Euros were missing
the couple were a or person?"
from the apartment, Amanda Knox is led by police in Perugia, Italy.
We may never know what really happened to Kercher
knife found at Sollecito's apartment with trace amounts
suggesting a break-in
of Kercher's DNA and a bra clasp cut from Kercher's bra that night in Perugia, but Knox maintains she wasn't a
bad occurred.
When police arrived at the scene, Amanda Knox was said to contain DNA of Sollecito. Mignini, knowing the part of it. "I lost a friend in the most brutal inexplicable
outside the house with her boyfriend Raffaele Sollecito, a concrete evidence against Knox and Sollecito was minimal, way," she said in her statement to the court. "I'm paying
23-year-old Italian computer-engineering student waiting launched a full character assault on Knox, portraying her as with my life for something that I did not commit." For
for the authorities. Knox claimed to have stayed the night a sultry seductress, aptly nicknamed "Foxy Knoxy" from some, the jury is still out on Knox's innocence, but for
at Sollecito's and returned home at 10:30 a.m. the next her days playing soccer in America.
now, she is a free woman.
morning to shower. In her original statement, she said to
The evidence against Guede was far more overwhelming.
***
have noticed the front door was open, but did not think Aside from Guede's DNA on and inside the body, the
to investigate further. It wasn't until she saw the broken police found his DNA in an un-fiushed toilet and several
window and Kercher's locked door that she returned to boot prints left in Kercher's blood. Fleeing to Germany
Sollecito's for help. Neither thought to break down the immediately after the murder, Guede all but confessed to
the crime. He opted for a fast-track trial, hoping for a more
bedroom door.
Over the following days, Knox and Sollecito were lenient sentence. On October 28, Guede was sentenced This is an Italian flag, though without any color, yo11 will just ha11e to
questioned repeatedly by the police. Both claimed to to 30 years in prison for the murder of Meredith Kercher. take 011r word for it.
have been at Sollecito's all night, where they smoked
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From AWLAKI, pg. I

safe in combat and drones
originator of the contemporary "ant!-Western Jihadist do that very effectively.
movement."
However, this was not
Al-Awlaki was noted for appealing to young Muslim combat. This was a targeted
men with his lectures, especially in the U.S. and the U.K. killing. I am not making a
Al-Awlaki was allegedly in contact with, trained, and judgment on the use of the
preached to a number of al-Qaeda members and affiliates, drones.
However, could
including three of the 9/11 hijackers, suspected Fort Hood the government use more
shooter Nidal Malik Hasan, and alleged "Christmas Day transparent and developed
bomber" Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab.
procedures for putting U.S.
Before spring finals last year Osama bin Laden was . citizens on a target list?
killed in Pakistan. More than one final exam included a
It is easy to hear what
bin Laden question. My section's Constitutional Law final someone has done as
asked about the constitutionality of "assassinating" bin a terrorist and think he
Laden. I thought I had blown the question after I turned in deserves to die. Yet, it
my final because I spent too much time on the idea that it is likely that a number
was not an assassination at all.
of people would have
In the bin Laden situation, and on our test, the word been outraged if Timothy
assassinate was not used anywhere in the SEALs orders. Mc Veigh had made it to
Even if bin Laden was on the "capture or kill" list, the Canada after the Oklahoma
A Predator Drone, shown above, is an unmanned aerial vehicle built by General Atomics
SEALs were in his house making the decision on which City bombing
and
the
outcome would be best. The amount of time they gave President had taken him out
John D. Bates dismissed the lawsuit, holding that the
him to surrender might not have been long, but a word with a drone, .without a trial. There are burdens the U.S. father did not have legal standing to bring the lawsuit,
of advice: if the SEALs land in your yard, whether they bears at times because of the rules we have agreed to and that his claims were judicially unreviewable under
have a right to be there or not, lay down on the floor face follow. That does not change even if these rules may seem the political-question doctrine, inasmuch as he w~s
down, put your hands over your head, and wait for them out of step with how warfare has changed. In this case, questioning a decision that the U.S. Constitution left to
to find you.
however, even Yemen went through the steps of charging the political branches. Is this list really untouchable by
Combating terrorism, no matter what your feelings are al-Awlaki in absentia and finding him guilty before listing any court? Many believe that killing al-Awlaki amounted
on why the U.S. has been targeted, is a reality. With this him as wanted dead or alive.
to summary execution without due process of law, which
reality comes a set of problems that will continue to be
There are always security concerns in trying a terrorist, is guaranteed by the Constitution.
balanced against the rights and rules the U.S. holds dear. even if it is in absentia. These concerns can range from
Don't get me wrong. I do not doubt that al-Awlaki
There does not seem to be a question that Osama bin giving up sources of intelligence to the physical security of was a very dangerous man. My stomach might even say
Laden was a foreign enemy combatant in every sense of the courts and judges. Still, taking shortcuts on issues this that using drones was not wrong at all. However, my head
the word. However, al-Awlaki's situation was different in important is not the proverbial "American Way." Doing tells me that if there is a slippery slope in restricting the
a number of ways.
things the right way does have its problems as well, though. speech of the members of Westboro Baptist Church, then
First, as Ameri.cans we. have decided that citizenship Al-Awlaki had proven hard to find. He was getting help the al-Awlaki slope is not only slippery, but very steep
brings with it (;et _Qf:pg~t< That is a big reason the from local groups in Yemen. The Yemenis had already as well. This can be a touchy subject, but it is important
· imrnigrat~~J,ldebate..,oofi.f{'gJ:res to rage on. There is no raided a couple of towns and missed finding him. The as well. This only scratches the surface of this issue and
"' informati on~ saying th.a! - ~1-Awlaki had given up his
drones that killed him were the second attefapt this year al-Awlaki's case. Is our safety more important than our
citizenship and it does nots"eem as though the government alone. Should the U.S. risk missing a chance to kill such an rights? Let the discussions begin.
. used any prpcedures to take it away. So, was he still due influential terrorist to make sure his rights are protected?
Disclaimer: I did not have a lot of time to write this
certain rights?
After the New York Times reported al-Awlaki was article, so go easy on me. Please do not throw things. I
Second, al-Awlaki was not killed by forces on the placed on the government's "capture or kill" list, al- must warn you: I know a number of Marines and SEALs
ground. I spent almost half my life in the Marines and Awlaki's father filed a lawsuit. With the help of the Center and they are never far away.
could write a number of articles on how I think the for Constitutional Rights (CCR) ~nd the American Civil
members of the military have been treated over the past Liberties Union (ACLU) he attempted to have his son's
l 0 years. I am all for anything that keeps our troops name removed from the list. In an 83-page ruling, Judge
***

San Diego's Own Blink-182-S New Album is Catchy, Fun... and
By Jennifer Wakefield
Introspective?
~\1t--l..~
After years of personal and professional turmoil,
Blink-182 released Neighborhoods, its first studio album
in eight years. With this album, the San Diego natives
proved that they are more than just another punk band,
and showed that they can stay relevant and grow with their
fans. For the most part, Neighborhoods utilizes the same
musical style that made Blink so popular ten years ago,
with the occasional exception of Tom Delonge's lower,
more haunting voice and experimental elements like a

well-placed synthesizer and spacey guitar hooks.
Although the music itself is relatively unchanged, the
lyrics on Neighborhoods chronicle the band's tumultuous
and tragic journey through adulthood. In 2005, Blink
broke up due to the stress of a hectic touring schedule and
because they each wanted to pursue solo projects. During
the band's hiatus, singer/bassist Mark Hoppus hosted
a TV show, formed a new band with drummer Travis
Barker called +44, and produced albums for Motion City
Soundtrack and New
Found
· Glory.
Barker
starred
in a reality show
with his ex-wife
and formed two
other bands-The
Transplants
and
TRV$DJAM, while
singe r / guitarist
Tom
Delonge
became the singer
of Boxcar Racer
and Angels and
Airwaves.
The
breakup
was
far
from
amicable. Hoppus
and Barker were
not on speaking
terms
with
Delonge for years,
but fate reunited
the old friends.
In 2008, Travis
Barker
barely
survived a plane
crash,
escaping
with second and
Blink-182's new album, Neighborhoods, mixes their punk-pop roots with heavier-than-usual lyrics. (HTZfm.com) third degree burns

throughout his body. Despite their differences, Delonge
and Hoppus both regularly visited Barker in the hospital,
and eventually the band reconciled and agreed to start
recording a new album.
The album's first track, "Ghosts on the Dance Floor,"
explodes, mixing Barker's hard-hitting drumbeats with
new wave synthesizers and a traditional punk guitar riff,
and is easily the best track on Neighborhoods.
"Up All Night" begins with a spooky intro that leads
listeners into some of the most powerful lyrics on the
album: "Everyone raises kids in a world that changes life
to a bitter game I Everyone works and fights, stays up all
night to celebrate the day I And everyone lives to tell the
tale of how we die alone some day." These words are a far
cry from the days when Hoppus sang about going away
to college and opined that " it would be nice to have a
blowjob from your mom" (yes, that was actually a song).
"Heart's All Gone" brought me back to the 1997
Warped Tour, the year Dude Ranch was released. Barker
lets loose, furiously drumming to wh~t is sure to become
a mosh pit anthem. Although musically, the track is a
throwback to Blink's carefree early days, the lyrics have
matured as Hoppus laments a relationship crumbling
under the pressure of fame and fortune.
M~ybe Blink-182 is simply staying true to the musical
style that has made them one of the most successful
punk-pop bands of the last couple decades, but maybe
it's something more than that. Neighborhoods reminds us
that, even though we are all grown up and our lives more
complicated, sometimes the best way to maneuver those
changes is to be as fearless and fun-loving as we were in
high school. So for all you law students who need to blow
off a little steam before midterms, tum up some Blink and
toilet paper your neighbor's house, jump into a mosh pit,
or [insert favorite high scbool pastime here:
].

***
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USD 's Institute for Peace and Justice is a Great
Opportun'ity for Law ·Students to Gain Another
Perspective
By Sara Johnson
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of another.
The Court set out a series of punishments based upon
the defendants' conduct and their perceived and genuine
remorse. Additionally, the Court considered aggravating
factors such .as the fact that the defendants did not
withdraw their applications from the write-on and that the
defendants only apologized after being caught. However,
the Court also considered mitigating factors such as the
defendants' involvement in the law school, the remorse of
the defendants, and the recommendation from a professor
that the defendants be shown leniency.
The Court recommended an official censure of the
defendants. A censure is a written reprimand for violation
of a specified regulation or provision of the Honor Code,
including the possibility of more severe disciplinary
sanction in the event of conviction for the violation of any
university regulation or any provision of this code within
a period of time stated in the letter of reprimand. The
Court further prohibited the defendants from participating
on any law journals, including but not limited to: the San
D iego Law Review, the San D iego International Law
Journal, and the San Diego Journal of Climate & Energy
Law while attending the University of San Diego School
of Law.
The defendants will also be required to give a speech
about their Honor Code violations to each section of the
Introduction to the Study of Law course taking place
this semester and to the 2012 Law Review Write-On
Competition taking place next semester. The Court
prohibited the defendants from holding any leadership or
board position in any non-academic extracurricular activity
affiliated with the University of San Diego while attending
the University of
San Diego School of
Law.
Furthermore,
the defendants will
be required to attend
monthly
progress
meetings with the
Assistant Dean for
JD Student Affairs.
Finally, the defendants
were removed from
any leadership and board positions they held prior to their
conviction.
The judgment of the Court came after careful
consi9.eration of the aggravating and mitigating factors
in this case. Moreover, the Court would like to remind
students that for the sake of the academic integrity of the
law school, it is important to promptly report any and
all Honor Code violations to the Office for JD Student
Affairs. The Court hopes that the judgment against the
defendants will serve as a reminder to all students that
academic dishonesty is not tolerated at this law school.
Lastly, the opinion of the Court in this matter is available
on Reserve in the Pardee Legal Research Center.

The Institute for Peace and Justice (IPJ)i.. which house·s ·· Haiti ~ 1:00-2:00 PM, located in the IPJ Theater. Werleigh
various academic departments, indudu'.ig" the Masters 'is a part of the Women PeaceMakers program, and served
program in Peace and Justice Studies, is frequently as the first female Prime Minister of Haiti. Following her
overlooked by other graduate-level programs due to how term in .office, she became secretary general of Pax Christi
"young" it is. Despite its nascency, the IPJ has excelled in International, a Catholic peace movement, and now serves
the)evel of programming.it provides for the undergraduate as a peace envoy for the organization. Cost: free.
October 22: A Conversation with Women PeaceMakers
and graduate communities on USD's campus.
10:30-12:30
PM, located in IPJ conference rooms E
The purpose of this entity is best stated in its mission
statement, noting that it strives to "advance a world view and F. This panel discussion invites WorldLink students
of peace as hwnan development." Established in 2003, (high school students from the greater San Diego. area
the IPJ has quickly become a "nexus of interdisciplinary interested in interacting with global leaders and experts)
dialogue and engagement" for peace scholars and advocates to sit in on an open panel discussion that allows all four
across the globe. Within the IPJ, three major branches are of the Women PeaceMakers to discuss their extraordinary
housed: the Institute for Peace and Justice, an NGO that initiatives seeking to promote peace in their communities.
works with local partners in "conflict-affected countries" Cost: free.
November 8: North American Manufacturing
in an attempt to uncover "paths to sustainable peace";
the Trans-Border Institute (TBI), working to promote Competitiveness Conference - 8:00 AM-3:30 PM, located
"border-related scholarship, activities, and community" at in the IPJ Theater. This conference includes a series of
USD; and the Kroc School of Peace Studies, the academic five panels, explicitly on: Aerospace and Defense, Clean
organ of the IPJ that includes the Master of Arts ·in Peace Technologies, Electronics and Automotive, Medical
and Justice Studies and an undergraduate minor in peace Devices and Biotechnol9gy, and How to Take Advantage
of the $ 13 Billion Opportunity. The conference will
studies.
The Master of Arts (MA) in Peace and Justice Studies include the United States Acting Secretary of Commerce,
is by far the youngest offsh~ot of the IPJ and was created Mexico's Secretary ofEcononiy, and Canada's Minister of
to be "an interdisciplinary program emphasizing ethics, Industry. Additionally, the President and CEO of Airbus
international affairs, and conflict resolution," as aptly Americas, Inc., Barry Eccleston, will be the keynote
stated on the school's comprehensive website. The speaker for the event. Cost: $65 for students.
November 8: The Effects of Violence in Mexico
program is divided into three distinct specializations
- Conflict Analysis and Resolution, Hwnan Rights, and on Migration and Immigration Policy - 6:00-8:00 PM,
Development & Human Security - which are meant to located in the IPJ Theater. This panel discussion is hosted
aid the current students in narrowing their interests for by the TBI and will be lead by Ginger Jacobs, a member
future career paths. Alumni from the MA program have of the Immigration Justice Project, seeking to examine
continued on to work at non-governmental organizations, the effects on migration and immigration policy with
global initiatives, private corporations, or even start their particular attention paid to the rise of asylwn petitions in
own peace-building enterprises. A new development the United States. Cost: free.
The IPJ and this year's cohort of Peace and Justice
within the MA progralll has been the recent establishment
of a graduate association, called the Peace and Justice Studies Masters students welcome both the graduate and
Student Association (PJSA). The PJSA works specifically undergraduate community from USD to come participate
to promote the visibility of the MA program and take and take part in all of the events happening in the corning
student issues to administrative figures in an attempt to months.
help the young academic program evolve to benefit future
students.
Although it is easy to lump the programs within
the IPJ into a single entity, each has a distinct purpose
***
and function. Even as students within the Masters
program, we still find it hard to keep each arm of the IPJ
separate. More importantly, the three branches of the IPJ
***
work collaboratively to plan events, lectures, and film
screenings that aren't restrictively beneficial to Peace and
Justice Masters students, but instead, seek to incorporate
the involvement and interests of the greater USD academic
community.
For those of you who are new to your respective
By Sam Laughlin
graduate program, the IPJ is the colossally sized building
/: _.:,,,.,~'.~: ;,{::
located at the farthest west end of campus, across from
the School of Leadership and Education Studies, Olin
Citizen!· .· .
Hall, and catty-comer from Copley Library. The IPJ
No, no.
Excuse me?
Lend me your ear! ..
works to engage the entire community with the events
Your
Platforms?
I am .running for
that it chooses to host, and strives ·io bring in scholars
ideals.
I'm not in
democrat;_icallY· elected'
and practitioners from the various fields in which it is
Your
construction,
olliee!
·.
involved- border relations with Mexico, legal pundits,
values.
good sir ...
Hopes,
1 · · What are
Women PeaceMakers, and experts in the areas of
dreamsinternational relations, development, transitional justice,
conflict resolution, and human security.
In October, the IPJ was privileged enough to host
. . ... .
/ .
.
a panel of Women PeaceMakers willing to share their
experiences from their home countries, as they traveled
.._ •'
..
from varying comers of the globe: Wahu Kaara from
"·
~~
£'>~'-""' ~
Kenya, Manjula Pradeep from India, Claudette Werleigh
....
, . -. ~..r:. -c-from Halti, and Rashad Zaydan from Iraq. Additionally,
ARE
Oh. I .do~':t·
this month the IP J also hosted a weeklong conference
:·-.
'YA1!
on "Women, Media, and Revolution" that consisted of
have · a ny -~f· ~,....~ ;, -. . . -·.
.. ......
I have
'. . ·· . . ~-·.. - - >. .._.. _,
numerous film screenings, discussion panels with the
th a t .;..
-.~~
. his guy!
respective directors of each film, and lectures pertaining
. .. ... r ......._
- ,
to the series.
. ··
· · •>;:,' . , ~ .;.,"' _:.~,'. ,.
. ; . ~·- ,J·~ ~... •.·
Ah hii.
Unfortunately, and slightly terrifyingly, l:here are only
,,
~:
two full months remaining in this fall semester- but the
IPJ hasn't hesitated to fill the concluding weeks of October
and the month of November with conferences and panels
for the USD community. Below is an abridged list of the
•
upcoming events hosted by the IPJ:
October 20: A Conversation with Claudette Werleigh of
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Foldit: Curing Diseases, One Video Game at a Time
By Sam Laughlin

"But really," Dr. Cooper explains, "if it made a sort of
Most people growing up today have faced the problem.
more drastic move, it could have found something better.
It is the bane of teachers, parents, and employers around
It's something we've actually seen, where what people
the world. The problem is simple: kids today and their
are able to do is actually make the struc~e of the protein
video games. Teachers say they make you stupid. Parents
worse in the short term, but in the long term, make the
argue they make you blind. Employers think they make
protein fold up much better than where they started. So
you lazy. They would all agree video games have no
people have this longer-term ability of intuition and ability
use in a productive society. Fans of video games have
to stick to their ideas of what would make the protein fold ·
little evidence to counter the almost constant barrage of
up better."
negative, nerdy accusations that their pastime is a waste
One such protein proving a difficult time for computers
of time.
and biologists alike was one attached to the AIDS virus as
Until now.
found in Rhesus monkeys. Scientists had toiled for ten
A humble group of computer scientists and
years building a load of experimental data. They only
biochemistry researchers based out of the University of
needed the shape of that one protein.
Washington has created a video game, a puzzle game
"We presented the structure to the players and they.
that, at first, seems very simple. Players move threewere actually able to come up with a structure that was
dimensional representations of protein strands around,
accurate enough to solve and confirm the experimental
waving ends and bits here and there, until the proteins
data that the scientists had," says Dr. Cooper. This protein
line-up in a particular way, rewarding the players with
was then passed back to the scientists, "so what they can
fanfare, fireworks, and high scores before moving on to
start to do is look at the shape of the protein, how it works,
the next puzzle. The music is chipper and the graphics are
and try to maybe come up with drugs or other proteins that
quaint and cute.
would inhibit the function of this protein that the players
But the cuteness is deceiving.
solved, and try to design sort of new anti-retro viral
These puzzles reach beyond the
drugs." While only overcoming a single obstacle
typical video game problems
towards a cure, the achievement is significant, not to
of saving fictional princesses
mention the result of a video game,
from fictional castles in fictional
played by regular people.
mushroom lands. These puzzles
The "game" side of Foldit has
are fighting viruses.
Real
proven as difficult as the "science"
viruses.
side. "It's hard enough to just make a
This is Foldit, a free-to-play
fun game in the fust place, right?" says
downloadable game that bridges
Dr. Cooper. "And then once you add
players bored at work with
on top of that the fact that this has to
scientists attempting to cure some
actually produce something real, you
of the most lethal diseases that
know, the mechanics of the game have
affect mankind. Over 200,000
to be scientifically accurate, in a sense,
people have played it, and that
at the molecular level, is actually a
number grows every day.
very large constraint put on the design
Dr.
Seth
Cooper
has
of the game for this particular game ...
worked on the Foldit project
so there's definitely a conflict between
for four years, an attempt to
those two goals."
solve questions that scientists
That difficulty has led to Foldit's
and computers were failing to
endless development, with sporadic
answer. It works by combining
refinements, tweaks, and retouches.
real protein-related problems
"The game is constantly changing
facing real scientists, shaped
and evolving and improving," says
by Dr. Cooper and his staff of
D.r. Cooper. "It's not just a static
programmers into puzzles, then
game. If you played the game
plugged into the Foldit program.
last year, and you play it now, you
Players then take part in
might find there is a lot of new and
competitions to solve the protein.
different things within the game."
Whoever bas the highest score
Foldit is now experimenting
wins the puzzle. This protein,
with allowing players to create new
now reworked by human hands,
proteins, ones not found in nature
is delivered back to the scientists,
with exciting new uses to medical
who then use it to aid their
science.
research.
Bringing science and gaming
Proteins wear many hats:
together holds a world of potential
armed guards fighting invaders,
for Dr. Cooper and his team,
transporters, and certain ones
who are presently expanding
that act like mail clerks, sorting
to new projects that include
through endless messages and
nanotechnology. This new game,
passing them along to their
"similar to Foldit, will actually give
destinations. Protein molecules
players the ability to design little
serve a bedrock role in shaping
machines at the nanomolecular
life. For molecular biologists,
scale," Dr. Cooper said. Tiny
understanding how proteins work
molecular motors, machines, and
is essential to defeating viruses, Users ofthe game Fo/dit are helping figure out the
computers, designed by gamers
but understanding proteins complexities ofprotein strands like the one above.
and built by scientists- "Yeah,
means an understanding of (Courtesy wired.com)
there's a lot of potential for this
their shape. Proteins love to
kind of approach."
bend, twist, and tweak themselves in almost incalculable
So next time you find yourself feeling the burning
ways. In fact, they are so twisty, bendy, and weird that
desire to procrastinate, kick your shoes off and try playing
reshaping their structures has proven totally confounding
a video game. Who knows, you might cure cancer.
for scientists and computers alike.
Foldit can be downloaded, for free, fro m http://fold.i t/
Scientists have attempted to out-source protein folding
for Mac or PC. Like, right now. Go Foldit.
before, using programs such as Folding@home for the
Playstation 3, and Rosetta@home, a PC-based folding
program also created by the University of Washington.
***
But these programs only add people's unused computer
power to help compute protein problems. They don't fix
the bigger issue. Computers can't think outside the box.
"The computer doesn't really see these things in
The
the same way that people do," says Dr. Cooper.
computer moves shapes logically and mathematically,
following complex algorithms. It solves a protein up to a
certai n point, then it consider the job done.

Using your Law Degree at
Home and Abroad with the
JAG Corps
By Andrew Burnett

This past summer I got paid, traveled Europe, and had
the most rewarding work experience of my life. How did I
do it? The Army JAG Corps 2L Summer Intern Program.
For those who haven 't seen the popular 1990s era TV
show "JAG" or the 1992 fi lm "A Few Good Men" starring
Tom Cruise and Demi Moore, "JAG" stands for "Judge
Advocate General," and refers to the thousands oflawyers
serving in all branches of our nation's military.
The Army JAG Corps has more than 1,500 active duty
attorneys stationed all over the world, practicing in nearly
every field of the law. Each summer, the army hires law
students for paid legal internships at horrie and abroad. In
January 2011, I was fortunate to be selected as a summer
intern with the Army JAG Corps and in April, learned that
I'd been assigned to a post in Kaiserslautern, Germany.
Being an intern with the JAG Corps is much like
working as a summer associate at a large law firm. My
office had four main departments, though legal centers at
larger army bases have attorneys who practice in nearly
every art?a of the law. My internship lasted nine weeks,
and I spent three weeks in Military Justice (criminal
prosecution), Administrative Law (any legal issues
implicating army regulations), and Legal Assistance
(counseling so!diers regarding personal legal issues,
though mostly family law and wills).
Having spent the previous semester working at the San
Diego District Attorney's Office, I felt the most useful
during my military justice rotation. However, my favorite
rotation was Legal Assistance. Though many new judge
advocates tire of hearing one heartbreaking story after
another, I found it fascinating to listen to the clients'
stories and challenging to try and find ways to help them.
I was a little apprehensive as I made travel
arrangements- I realized I would be spending the summer
in a foreign country, living and working with people I'd
never m et. Furthermore, the•army wasn't able to offer any
assurance of my being able to find housing. However, I
put all fears aside, and three flights and four train rides
later, my army sponsor picked me up at the train station
in Kaiserslautern and showed me to my spartan barracks
room near the law center on Kleber Kaserne.
While much of the legal work I did with the army
was similar to work I'd done in .previous internships,
the people were what made the internship a truly great
experience. Far from being treated as an underling or
"gopher," the army attorneys welcomed me with open
arms and treated me as one of their own. I was often
included in their evening and weekend plans, including
dinners, trivia nights, and weekend trips to Spain, Italy,
and Switzerland.

As a JAG Officer, you are pretty much g uaranteed an awesome
joke every time you yell out, "I want the truth!" and then have
someone else yell out, "You can 't handle the truth!" (TIP:
This works best if you hang out with Jack Nicholson a lot.)

I realize that the Army JAG Corps might not be the
right career path for some law students. The JAG Corps
practice touches on nearly every field of law and Army
Judge Advocates can expect to change jobs and locations
every two years, making specialization and "settling
down" nearly impossible:
While the army makes its best effort to consider each
officer's choices for assignments, it will ultimately send
personnel where they are needed. However, for law
students who want to gain broad experience in several
fields of the law, who have a sense of adventure, and are
passionate about service to their country, the army may
provide the perfect legal career.

***
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Goodbye, Don't Ask, Don't Tell
and retention" if policies were implemented carefully. In
Congress, Democratic Senator Sam Nunn led a coalition
Since Don't Ask Don' t Tell (DADT) was signed into that supported the absolute ban of homosexual people
law in 1993, the mili tary has discharged nearly 14,000 from the military. Democratic Congressman Barney
troops. This controversial law was repealed and it Frank favored modification of the rules; however, he
ultimately voted to defend the bill that included language
officially lost its effect on September 20, 2011.
DADT prohibited military and appointed officials banning homosexual people. Retired Republican Senator
from asking or requiring military members to reveal their Barry Goldwater supported a full repeal of the language
sexuality. However, individuals could still be discharged banning homosexuality. President Bill Clinton signed the
from the military if it were Jearned that they were controversial Don't Ask Don't Tell policy into law in 1993
as a compromise; giving all individuals the opportunity to
homosexual or bisexual.
In 195tl, Congress established the Uniform Code of serve in the military, regardless of sexual orientation, but
Military Justice (UCMJ), setting forth the policies and also permitting the military to discharge an individual
procedures for the discharge of service members. Under once it was discovered that he or she was homosexual or
Department of Defense Directive 1332.14, homosexual bisexual.
In December 2010, a bill was introduced in Congress
people were deemed incompatible with military service
and they were discharged. According to the United States to repeal DADT, it specified that DADT would remain
in place until
Code, the ban
President,
the
was
premised
on the belief
the
Secretary
of Defense, and
that homosexual
the Chairman of
people "would
Joint Chiefs of
create
an
Staff
certified
u naccepta ble
that repeal would
risk to the high
not harm military
of
standards
On
readiness.
morale,
good
July 6, 20 11 , a
order
and
federal appellate
discipline, and
court
barred
unit
cohesion
continued
th\:
that
are
enforcement of
essence
of
the military ban
military
of openly gay
capability."
service members.
In
1993,
The President,
Congress
included
text
Secretary
of
Defense,
and
in the National
of
Chairman
Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 that required the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted the required certification to
military to follow regulations identical to past ones that Congress on July 22, 2011 , setting the official end date for
absolutely banned homosexual people from the military. DADT to September 20, 2011. On September 30, 2011,
The purported reason for the compromise was concern for Department of Defense Instruction 1332. 14 was revised.
homosexual personnel who had faced severe and sometimes The revision included "Change 3," deleting "homosexual
fatal beatings. However, also during this time, the National conduct" as grounds for administrative separation from
Defense Research Institute prepared a study on behalf of the military.
Based on a December 2010, Washington Post-ABC
the Office of the Secretary of Defense. The study, Sexual
Orientation and U.S. Military Personnel Policy: Options News poll, 77 percent of Americans supported allowing
. and Assessment, concluded that "circumstances could individuals to serve in the military regardless of their
exist under which the ban on homosexuals could be lifted sexual orientation. The results of this poli crossed all
with little or no adverse consequences for recruitment political and ideological lines, including democrats,

By Christina Phan, Senior Staff Wriier
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republicans, independents, liberals, conservatives, white
evangelical protestants, and nonreligious individuals. All
favored giving homosexual people the opportunity to serve
their country. Further, in a survey of more than 400,000
service members and 150,000 military spouses, more than
70 percent believed that the integration of homosexual
people into the military would be positive, mixed, or of
no consequence.
When the repeal was finally enacted, an uproar of
positivity arose across the. nation. Many service members
felt free enough to declare their sexual orientation.
Others decided not to declare their sexual orientation and
remained private. One U.S. service member serving in
Germany posted a video on YouTube calling bis father
in A labama to inform bis father for the first time that he
was gay.
"Can I tell you something? Wi ll you love me,
serious?" asks the service member, who uses the moniker
"areyousumrised" on Twitter and Facebook.
"Dad, I'm gay," the service member says, his
voice dropping. "I always have been, I've known
since forever, and uh, I know I haven't seen you
in like a year, and I don't know when' s the next
time I'm going to be able to see you, I didn' t want
to tell you over the phone, I wanted to tell you in
person."
The father assures his son that he still loves him, who
then smiled and said he still needed to tell his mother. The
service member says in the video that he has waited for
more than fo ur hours before deciding to call his father with
the news.
Several service members also flew to states that allow
homosexual marriage and were able to get married to their
partner without fear of losing their job in the military.
However, the fight for equality still has not ended and
more can be done. First, as noted by Senator Carl Levin,
Chainnan of the Senate Armed Services Committee, there
must be work with the Pentagon to give ~ose who were
previously expeIJed from the mi litary the option to return;
and, most importantly, the option to expunge any negative
records they may have received due to being homosexual.
Currently, the Pentagon has no plan for an accelerated
reenlistment process for those discharged under DADT.
Furthermore, due to the federal Defense of Marriage
Act, which disallows homosexual marriages, partners or
spouses of homosexual military personnel sti~l do not
receive any benefits from the military. These individuals
cannot live on base while their spouse or partner is
deployed and they will not have access to any family
support groups.
While some do not agree with the repeal of Don' t Ask
Don't Tell, for many, this repeal is a victory for human
equality and anti-discrimination.

***
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Students are encouraged to s eek as s i s tanc e for the m s elves s hould they have concerns or
experience problems related to their use of alcohol and/or other drugs. The Center for Health
and Wellness Promotion provi des cons ultations, treatment and referrals.

Stav Healthv: Be Sure to Get Your Flu Shot!
Fl u Shot Immuniza ti on Clinic hours at t he Student Hea lth Center (Cam ino 161) are 9 am to 3 pm (exception on
Wednesdays: 9-1 1 a.m. and 2- 6 p.m.) No Appointment requ ired.

SCHEDULED FLU CLINICS at the SLP Plaza Minor:
November 2nd, 3rd and 4th (Wednesday - Friday):

_,

o

11 am to 2 pm

0

Cash, Checks or Campus Cash Accepted ( no credit cards)

o

$15 students/ faculty/ staff

·For more Information: http://www.sandiego.edu/healthcenter/pr eventi on/

.....
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With Alcohol Ban Strictly Enforced, No-Talent Softballers Will Now
Need Another Excuse as to why they Still Strike Out
By Evan Acker

administration) basically found out that some students in
·
'a-iv the undergrad
the law school .wcr

Homer at the Bat (season 3):
Umpire: OK, let's go over the ground rules. Yo
leave first until you chug a beer. Any man sco ·
chug a beer. You have to chug a beer at the to
numbered innings. Oh, and the fourth ·
inning.
Chief Wiggum:

There are many things ab
students dread. Midterms, fimcl.1!IJl&•MI
.~0-page papers,
and other law students, to namJ*-t~fter a long week'

of school, many look fonwru-f : inost populru- and
successful graduate-level in ·. ' ' • :· . program: softball.
If only for an hour, hundreds f ~-out law students
gather on the campus's recre ~diiliffttlds to forget their
troubles, if only temporarily.
·Unfortunately, a complete
in the USD rulebooks but only ~~ctly enforcedhas left many students with a bW-.:m their mouths.
The official rule, as explain . '~- ~;ft · iUa Poulsen, the
graduate and law recreation and ·.·, ~, ... ".. coordinator, is
this: "If you show up to intram
··
u are visibly
. we'll ask
intoxicated, and it is affecting yo
you to leave," he said. "And if yd'
kicked out ofintramurals."
"I
"[The alcohol ban] was always th
enforced," Poulsen said.
As many 3Ls can recall, alcohol was to
softball fields for the 2009 academic year. Pia
bring beer and mixed drinks to the games and
the sidelines while their teammates were up to bat.
since, enforcement of the ban has steadily gone up.
So why the crackdown?
"A couple of years ago, they (the school's

''The school obviously wants to promote a safe
:n vironment, and they've got to watch their liability as
" Poulsen sai~
Recreation · ectorGary Becker, who administe
to the gra
· tramural supervisors, ~ruJ't-5
people can become dangerous,
.emselves and, more importantly, to
eckersaid
:ood rule?" he added. "Because
intramurals for 30 to 40 years,
I've peen doin
of people coming under
and itt times I've
the i.Dlluence," be sa
Becker pointed to
.t hat occurred about
~
been drinki~g
four y~ ago. "One o
before they came, and they
eld and started
'aying," he said. "The pla:
d it finally got to the boiling
players got really, really mad. One o'
the home plate with a bat ~ began cl
outfield."
''.l believe that ifit wasn•t for the alcohol, the
have·~
'
t particular issue,"
,. he added.
·o *, B~clternoted that, in previous years,
F
cans were Jett oD.. the fields after softball, and that us
collegiate spOrt teams use those same fields for practice
the next day.
•espite the above, the commissioner of intram
avid Israel, doesn't see the alcohol ba

some previously unseen negative consequences.
"In terms of safety, I think more people exhibit unsafe
alcohol behavior now by getting really drunk before the
game because they can't get drunk on the field, rather than
t having a beer or two on the field."
obol, not surprisingly, he said, added a certain
·e to the game: "People were friendlier and
1reviously with the alcohol."
seasons Israel has been a part of intramural
a JD/MBA student), he has only seen
•
ond.
l related," he said. "They both knew
d oing and chose to fight each other.
being dumb (and drinking)."
ould bring beer back to the field
problems and I think helped
in' a s ense," Is
. ·:, owever, after a moment, he
ali added, "But
· ·ng alcohol) is also asking for

··a
.· · ~~ reason behind it (the ban)."
As a result stu . _. · '' ering for a swig in between
outs should not hol __.. .·. -·.•. ·; ·' ath.
ng in a competitive sports
environment," Be-~'Playing sports has its own
risk as it is, so wh ... . ;_ . _ ore thing to potentially hurt
other people?"
ectly clear the university no
Becker also
doubt has a lega.
own.
"The proble
ething happens, the university
is at fault," he. '
solution, though, according to
There is
:h to drink after the game, they can
erly O 'Connell 's), located at 1310
'e grad/law intramural supervisors have
ar to have specials every Thursday night
w students to drink in a safer environment.
trduble, and I und

·~

>-.·.~·- ·

...
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''Halloween'': How does the Horror Flick Lookfro1n
a Legal Standpoint?

ByCamilleEdwards

Halloween. It's a famous horror movie that made Jamie
Lee Curtis a star, and William Shatner masks even creepier.
It's about a psycho who stalks and murders babysitters.
The question is, if Michael Myers were actually arrested,
what would the charges be? The following is a legal
analysis of John Carpenter's legendary film.
In 1963, creepy little Michael murdered his older sister
in Haddonfield, Illinois, on Halloween night, wearing
the creepiest of all Halloween costumes, a clown. Little
Michael is locked away in a mental institution, and 15
years later breaks free and flees to his hometown, where he
wreaks havoc on the unsuspecting babysitting' population.
Here is the rundown:
l. As a child Michael stabs his sister. If the court didn't
find him legally insane, he would be tried as a minor.
Michael watched his own mother murdered by his father,
so that may have gone into the court's determination to
declare him insane.
• Illinois law insanity defense: Illinois uses a modified
version of the Model Penal Code rule (lacks substantial
capacity either to appreciate the criminality of his
conduct or to conform his conduct to the requirements
of the law). The burden of proof is on the defendant.
•
Illinois law for trying a minor as an adult: a juvenile
' is anyone under the age of 17. Anyone 13 years old
and above can be tried as an adult if he or she has a
record of previously breaking the law or commits a
serious crime. Minors who are 15 or 16 years old
are automatically tried as adults for certain offenses,
including murder, aggravated criminal sexual assault,
and armed robbery with a firearm. Michael is under
age 13, and has not committed any previous crimes.
2. Michael then escapes from the mental institution in
1978. lfthis was all he did, they would probably just send
him right back.
3. After escaping, Michael attacks a nurse and steals her
car. This is assault and battery, grand theft auto.
4. Michael next kills an auto mechanic and steals his

clothes.
5. Michael then goes back to Haddonfield, where he
proceeds to creepily follow nerdy and virginal Laurie
(Jamie Lee Curtis), who is a babysitter, her curly-haired
babysitter friend Annie (each more than twice), and the
boy Laurie babysits once. Laurie is the only one who
seems to notice.
•
Illinois law: For stalking to be a crime, the stalkee
must fear for his/her safety, or have reasonable
apprehension of a crime, or suffer other emotional
distress. It isn't stalking if you don't know about it.
.And the person must follow you on more than two
separate occasions.
6. Michael steals the headstone of the sister he murdered.
7. Michael then breaks into a hardware store and steals
some rope, knives, and masks, which are later used to
commit his murders.
•
Illinois law: A person commits burglary when they
knowingly enter or remain without authority in a
building, etc. without permission with the intent to
commit theft.
8. On Halloween, Laurie's friend Annie is babysitting at
the Wallace house. Michael's therapist, who has followed
Michael to Haddonfield to try and catch him, visits the old
Myers house and finds a dog that Michael has partially
eaten. ·
Illinois law: Assuming that dog was someone's pet, it
•
is illegal to intentionally commit an act that causes a
companion animal to suffer serious injury or death..
9. Annie, who is still at the Wallace's house, talks to her
boyfriend on the phone about having sex (so now she
is marked for death). When she goes into her car in the
Wallace's garage to visit the boyfriend, Michael pops up
from the back seat and slashes her throat.
•
Illinois law: Residential burglary is 1) knowingly and
without authority enters or knowingly and without
authority remains within the 2) dwelling place of
another, or any part thereof, 3) with the intent to

commit therein a felony or theft.
10. Annie's friend Lynda brings her boyfriend Bob to the
Wallace's house to hang out with Annie where they have
sex (again, marked fo r death) once they see she is gone (or
more accurately, murdered). Michael promptly kills them
both.
11. Laurie, who is babysitting for the Doyles, goes to
the Wallaces' house to visit Annie. She finds Annie
dead on the bed, with Michael's sister's headstone next
t6 the body, Bob stuck in th~ ceiling, and Lynda in the
dumbwaiter. · Michael chases Laurie around the house
and neighborhood, then into the Doyles' house trying to
stab her, and she manages to stab him in the neck with a
knitting needle. Of course, he doe·s n't die and comes after
her again, and she then stabs him in the stomach with a
kitchen knife. The psychiatrist, who has been trying to find
Michael, finds Laurie after this, but Michael's body has
mysteriously disappeared.
Michael seems to have executed his escape and the
murders very well. He steals the nurse's car and can drive
it normally, despite never being taught how to drive. This
shows detailed planning. He acts calm in his interactions
with people while stalking Laurie and the others, not
drawing too much attention to himself until the actual
murders, and waits until the most opportune moment to
strike. He robs a store to obtain his murdering tools (rope,
Captain Kirk mask, knives) ahead of time, and steals the
headstone to use as a prop in his murders. All this shows
premeditation and "malice aforethought." Ifthe prosecutor
can convince the jury that Michael isn't criminally insane,
he or she can get Michael for murder in the first degree,
among other things (grand theft auto, assault and battery,
etc.).
Grand total (after the escape): 1 assault and battery (nurse)
1 grand theft auto (nurse), 1 stalking (Laurie),. 1 theft
(headstone), 1 burglary (hardware store), 2 residential
burglary (Wallace house, Doyle house), 1 cruelty to
animals (dog in Myers house), 4 murder (auto mechanic,
·
Annie, Bob, Lynda), 1 attempted murder (Laurie).

***
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